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The subject of the Temple in Jerusalem usually generates a great deal of debate peppered with lots

of questions and sprinkled with more than a little controversy. Some view the Temple as a building

that was destroyed in the first century but will be built again to fulfill the prophecies of Daniel and

Revelation. Others think the Temple is irrelevant because YeshuaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s (Jesus) sacrifice

replaced it. Some are waiting for a new Temple to appear out of the heavens while others are taking

steps to build it here on earth. Some see the Temple in abstract and spiritual terms while others see

only a physical building that was destroyed. Dr. Dinah Dye explores the ancient understanding of

the temple from the birth of time. She takes the reader back to the "beginning" and shows its

enduring relevance for todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s family.Ã‚Â  Bodie Thoene said: This is a MUST READ for

everyone who longs for a deeper understanding of The Temple, Heaven, and God's great love for

us! My highest recommendation!!Ã‚Â 
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Dr. Dinah Dye was raised in a Conservative Jewish home in Ottawa, Canada where she celebrated

the biblical feasts with her family, enjoyed summers at an Orthodox Jewish camp and attended

Hebrew school. In her early twenties Dinah was deeply involved in the New Age movement until she

came to believe that Yeshua was the promised Jewish Messiah spoken of by the prophets. Ã‚Â  Dr.

Dye holds a DMIN in Hebraic Studies in Christianity and has been uncovering the Hebraic

connections between the Gospels and Epistles and the Torah for over 35 years. DinahÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s



materials are available on her website, Foundations in Torah, in audio, video and written formats.

She also has regular weekly programs on a number of TV, radio and Internet sites. Dinah speaks at

conferences and for local congregations throughout the United States, as well as internationally.

Dinah and her husband, Michael live in a small town outside of Albuquerque as close as possible to

her grandchildren.

Dye has interesting insights and has done a lot of research. However, I didn't find the portrait of a

family clearly pictured. Father, Mother, Son, Brother, daughter, Sister. I had an expectation that

family was at the core and more particularly how the Temple structure demonstrates their proper

function. Certainly, she makes it clear that the temple produces life but I found the connection to

family and proper function absent other than to say it is meant to produce life.There was ambiguity

about the covenant of fire that I waited to be made clear but it appears as though a lot of the

material was borrowed and assumed that I would be familiar with the concept.I had hope the author

would have gone into more detail about the temple and while I found the vignettes about the temple

helpful, I had hope that more time would have been spent on giving understanding of the temple

structures in relation to family in a spiritual sense.The author points also to the Holy Spirit being

wisdom and a feminine character. I believe there is good cause for the Holy Spirit not being

discussed in the Bible very much because the Spirit does not bare witness to himself but to the

Father and the Son. The Spirit would never write about himself or herself as the author is

inclined.Wisdom is depicted as a woman because it is a picture of submission to a higher will. Christ

Jesus came to do the will of the Father. He submitted to a higher will. Wisdom can express himself

in many ways and still be wisdom as is evident in the diversity of creation. Wisdom submitted to the

will of the Creator and that is what is being expressed in Proverbs 3. John opens up with very

similar verses in the book of John because he understood Proverbs to be talking of Jesus. There

are many other reasons for wisdom being Jesus as all prophecies point to the Messiah and

Proverbs 31 is stated to be a prophecy.Pictures are worth a thousand words and we must

understand that wool, linen, rubies, vineyards and so on are pictures of the work Jesus

accomplished and is accomplishing through the Spirit in building up His body. Jesus is not a woman

but prophecies are pictures of Him and His work. A woman has a specific picture of meekness and

humbleness. Jesus showed us the honor of meekness and humbleness, the honor of submitting to

a higher will, the Creator and Father of us all.Again, my disappointment lies in that there was an

expectation of family connected to the temple structure that fell short. I read the entire book waiting

for this connection. If it was there, I feel terrible that I missed it. I really wanted to see it. It has



inspired me to look further into the matter.I will say that her video teachings on other subjects

provide way more detail and I am not completely dismissive of the work the Spirit is doing in her and

through her. I have enjoyed her other teachings very much. She does excellent research and I

believe she is right about seeing the Bible from an ANE view rather than a Greek or modern view.If

you are looking for a book on how the ANE understood the stories of the Bible, this is an excellent

resource.

I do love this book!I first purchased the book for my kindle. But, given how I take notes on

everything, I chose to also buy the paperback. I've learned a lot, and I'm not even done!There was

an obstacle for me because Dinah does use sources that are extra-Biblical (like scholars or rabbinic

sources). However, The author was very accessible through the book's FB page and answered

questions that I had (like why did she choose a particular source to quote). As I continued to read, I

started to appreciate the sources and their insight.This book is well-written and, for me - it was

captivating and very difficult to put down. The author writes in a way that has the reader IN the text

as she teaches.

A while ago I bought this book. I didn't quite know what to expect. I had seen Dr Dinah Dye on

Hebrew Roots NetworkÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€¹ and really enjoyed her teachings. When I started reading

this book I was blown away with her style. She would tell a riveting story, and then she would take

that story and use it to make her point, a drash. Part of the reason it took me so long was I wasn't

just reading it, I studied it. I would research what she was saying. I certainly learned a lot, and it was

the most enjoyable book of teaching I've ever read.

A masterpiece of discovery regarding the significance of God's Temple in the heavens and on earth.

Dr. Dye brings to life the symbolic detail of ancient Temple worship and how it applies to us today.

She writes in a gripping storytelling format that is both instructional and entertaining. This book is

rich in information and research and will make an excellent resource tool for those who study the

Bible.

Dr. Dinah Dye is one of the most important teachers of our time. Her insight and depth of knowledge

allows her to take the reader into a deeper understanding of Yahweh's plan for His Kingdom. By

sharing this teaching on The Temple and how it was revealed from the beginning, it challenges the

believer to evaluate each thought to dive deeper! Thank you Dinah for this book! I am reading it



again!

A must read for greater knowledge of ancient near eastern thought. But read read with an open

mind. And as always, you're not going to agree with everything. But some good points are made.

Very informative book for every worshipper who wants to lwarn more about Jesus and loving and

worshipping our LORD

Wow, this book is a keeper. Looking forward to Dr. Dinah Dye's next book in this series.
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